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Why did I have to come here?



Why did I have to come here?

Do I need to be here – in person?
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A long time ago…

Dense Surface Reconstruction 
[ACM UIST ‘11][IEEE ISMAR ‘ 11]

Significant academic impact:
Best paper ISMAR ’11
Lasting impact award ISMAR ’21 & UIST ‘21
>5000 combined citations

3D Interactions for AR
[ACM SIGCHI ‘12]

HoloDesk

KinectFusion

Significant commercial impact:
Research instrumental in initiating 
Microsoft’s HoloLens project
Launched in early 2016
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What would it take to make fully 
immersive tele-presence a reality?



Towards Immersive Telepresence: Requirements

[Zheng et al. ‘21]

[Smith et al. ‘21]

Requirements:
• Robustness to visual complexity
• Unconstrained settings

Requirements:
• Detailed reconstructions
• Explicit recovery of scene parameters
• Multi-subject settings

Requirements:
• Pose dependent deformation
• Multi-subject settings
• Generalization to unseen poses

Control

Reconstruct

Generate
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High-level Goal:
Enabling AI systems that can interact with humans and can 
understand our activities; to tackle pressing societal issues.  



Applications & Impact: Human-Centric AI

Urban Mobility

Health Care

Aging Society

Transportation & Climate Change
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[Spurr et al. ECCV ‘20] [Park et al. ETRA ‘17][Kaufmann et al. ICCV ‘21]

Human state estimation
• Hand pose estimation
• Body pose and shape estimation
• Eye gaze tracking

[Song et al. CVPR ‘17] [Kaufmann et al. 3DV ‘20]

Motion modelling & prediction
• Articulated tracking
• Motion modelling
• Motion prediction

Virtual humans
• High-fidelity capture
• Generative modelling & synthesis
• Avatars & virtual humans

[Chen et al. ICCV ‘21][Zheng et al. CVPR ‘22] [Christen et al. CVPR ‘22]



Existing Approaches Today

[SMPL: Loper et al. ‘15] [HMR: Kanazawa et al. ‘18] [VIBE: Kocabas et al. ‘18]

Statistical models can generalize across settings …
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Fig. 4. Qualitative results. Each row shows results for a different person with varying types of apparel. We visualize input frames and our
reconstruction overlayed to the corresponding frame. Note that our results precisely overlay to the input. Further, we show our reconstructions
from a virtual 3D viewpoint. Note that they also look plausible in 3D.

Fig. 5. Results on our evaluation sequences where input views (IV) and
reference views (RV) are available. Note that our reconstruction also
precisely overlays on RV even though they are not used for tracking.

pixel. However, their reconstruction does not reflect the
true 3D geometry (see Fig. 6). Therefore, it is meaningless
to report their SVIoU. Similarly, DeepHuman [16] achieves
high SVIoU, due to their volumetric representation. But their
results are often wrong, when looking from side views. In
contrast, our method consistently outperforms all other ap-
proaches in terms of AMVIoU and RVIoU, which shows the
high accuracy of our method in recovering the 3D geometry.

Further, we are again close to the multi-view baseline.
Ablation Study. To evaluate the importance of the number
of cameras, the number of training images, and our DefNet,
we performed an ablation study on S4 in Tab. 3. 1) In the
first group of Tab. 3, we train our networks with supervision
using 1 to 14 views. We can see that adding more views
consistently improves the quality of the estimated poses
and deformations. The most significant improvement is
from one to two cameras. This is not surprising, since the
single camera settings is inherently ambiguous. In Fig. 8,
the importance of the number of cameras is also shown
qualitatively. 2) In the second group of Tab. 3 and in Fig. 9,
we reduce the training data to 1/2 and 1/4. We can see that
the more frames with different poses and deformations are
seen during training, the better the reconstruction quality
is. This is expected since a larger number of frames may
better sample the possible space of poses and deforma-
tions. 3) In the third group of Tab. 3, we evaluate the
AMVIoU on the template mesh animated with the results
of PoseNet, which we refer to as PoseNet-only. One can see
that on average, the AMVIoU is improved by around 4%.
Since most non-rigid deformations rather happen locally,

[DeepCap++: Habermann et al. ‘21]

Personalized templates can capture geometric details …

?
BUT … lack details and are sensitive to visual complexity

BUT … are hard to generalize to multi-subject in-the-wild settings

WANT: Detailed model of human shape, pose and clothing that generalizes across subjects  

[source: YouTube]



Neural Implicit Humans
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Unsupervised Learning of Neural Implicit Humans 
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• Given query point      , its canonical correspondences     satisfy:

• Numerically determine     via iterative root finding (Broyden’s method)

Iterative Correspondence Search



• Multiple solutions   might exist → root finding with multiple initializations
• Rigidly transform the query point with each bone as initializations

• Collect valid solutions by convergence

Iterative Correspondence Search: Multiple Solutions



• Model the canonical shape as an occupancy network
• Pose conditioning to model residual non-linear deformations
• Aggregate multiple correspondences 

Shape Modelling & Pose Dependent Effects



• Back-propagation through iterative root finding is not feasible
• Analytical gradients via implicit differentiation

Training



SNARF: Differentiable Forward Skinning for Animating Non-Rigid Neural Implicit Shapes

X. Chen, Y. Zheng, M. Black, O. Hilliges, A. Geiger  
ICCV 2021



Results

OursNASA Ground Truth

Reconstructions of Novel Poses within Training Distribution
(DFaust held-out Test Sequence)

Backward Skinning
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Backward Skinning Deng et al. ‘20 (NASA) Forward (Ours) GT
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Results

OursNASA Ground Truth

Reconstructions of Novel Poses within Training Distribution
(DFaust held-out Test Sequence)

Backward Skinning



Summary

SNARF enables:
• Learning canonical shape and skinning weights from deformed observations
• Without GT surface skinning weights or correspondences

• Generating continuous shapes in any given poses
• beyond training distributions
• with self-contact



Limitations

q We require full 3D scans for training
q We require many poses of the same subject
q Does not model appearance
q Subject specific model



PINA: Learning a Personalized Implicit Neural Avatar from a Single RGB-D Video Sequence

Z. Dong*, C. Guo*, J. Song, X. Chen, A. Geiger, O. Hilliges
CVPR 2022



missing observations 

noise 

no observations

Learning from Partial Observations



Implicit Canonical Representation

𝑓!𝑓"#$

Idea: globally fuse partial depth maps into a single consistent representationChallenge: raw depth frames are noisy and incomplete

missing observations 

noise

no observations



Implicit Canonical Representation
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Qualitative Results



Limitations

ü Does not require full 3D scans for training
ü Requires only few poses of the same subject
q Does not model appearance
q Subject specific model



I M Avatar: Implicit Morphable Head Avatars from Videos

Y.  Zheng*, V. Abrevaya*, M. Buehler, X. Chen, M. Black, O. Hilliges
CVPR 2022



Problem Setting













Animating IMavatars with test expressions



Animating IMavatars with test expressions



Limitations

ü Does not require full 3D scans for training
ü Requires only few poses of the same subject
ü Does model appearance
q Subject specific model



gDNA: Towards Generative Detailed Neural Avatars

X. Chen, T. Jiang, J. Song, J. Yang, M. Black, A. Geiger, O. Hilliges. 
CVPR ‘22



gDNA: Overview



Our Generation
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Fitting to observations
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Rendered People – Single Scan 

Single static scan Animation of finetuned model



Limitations

ü Does not require full 3D scans for training
ü Requires only few poses of the same subject
ü Does model appearance
ü Generative multi-subject model



Thank you!

https://ait.ethz.ch

https://ait.ethz.ch/

